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When Biscuit meets a little piglet, his new friend wants to follow him everywhere!
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I bought a few of these "I Can Read!" for my 5yo and she can't get enough of them. She had been

working on kindergarten sight words and was reading other books of the sort, so I figured she would

jump right into these. For the most part I was right. There were a few words here and there that she

would need help with, but for the most part she was reading away. If you little one is doing well on

basic sight words they should be able to hit the ground running with these. I would also guess you

could use them as an interesting way to practice the sight words.

My 5-year-old daughter loves the Biscuit series of books and though we got the series last year, she

still takes them off the shelf and reads them by herself and even to me, without being asked! Now,

that's a winning series to me as through these two years since I began to teach her reading skills,

we've gone through many different readers by various publishers (many of which I've reviewed in

terms of how helpful/effective they've been) and only certain series have appealed to her. Being a

visual learner, colorful and interesting illustrations are important, but at the same time they should

not detract from the reading itself.The Biscuit series of books has Biscuit the Dog go on simple yet



fun adventures. Here Biscuit visits a farm and gets to interact with all sorts of farm animals. This is a

wonderful and appealing series for early readers.

My three year old son has this one memorized, it's one of his favorite books to "read" to his not quite

two year old brother. They both love animals and are very interested in the friendship between

Biscuit and the piglet. This book has been a favorite of theirs since they got it four months ago, it's

quite dog eared now! I will be picking up a few of the other Biscuit books for sure.

We love all of the Biscuit books and this one is no different. In these I Can Read! editions, the child

gains confidence in reading ability since there is some repetition of words and easy sight words as

well. Biscuit's Day at the Farm is a laugh out loud funny read that we have really enjoyed.

My son Loves biscuit and the cute pictures in the book. This book has a cute little piglet that keeps

getting out of the pen and My 3 year old smiles every time we read about it getting out! We have

had Biscuit hard back books since he was a baby and he loves anything biscuit. This is a great book

and I think it will be fun for him to learn to read (which is A point of this book as it is called an "I can

read Book". but even before your child can read, this would be a sweet book to have and read

together!

My 3 year old reads these books to my 2 year old and it's the cutest thing ever. My 2 year old goes

around quoting biscuit books. They are very simple in words, making it easy for beginning readers

and also is great for keeping the attention of wiggly little ones.

Great for my grandchildren who are 2 1/2- love to hear it read over and over again and one is

learning to recognize the words and start to read on own.

~ borrowed from the LibraryBISCUIT'S DAY AT THE FARM is a cute little book at the Kindergarten

level. The story is about a visit to the farm where the Biscuit and his girl are helping out. The drama

comes in with a piglet that won't stay in his pen.Here's some sample text from two pages:We must

putthe piglet back.Woof, woof!Let's feed the sheep, Biscuit.Woof, woof!Like all of the Biscuit books

the drawings in this one are in soft pastels which my kids always found appealing. The text is in a

LARGE font.Besides being a practice reader this book can be used with older babies and toddlers.

There are lots of farm animals to point at --pigs, chickens, goats, sheep, and geese-- as well as farm



structures and equipment, like barns, pens, cages and tractors.
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